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Please be respectful of your colleagues by silencing your phone. If you need to answer a call, please go to the hallway.



BREAKFAST 
TRENDS 2019
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http://bfy.tw/MvqQ
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GROWTH SPIKES QUICK CYCLES EXCITEMENT



FOOD TRENDS ARE 
WIDESPREAD CHANGES IN 

FOOD PREFERENCES. 
TRENDS PROVE TO BE 
LONG-LASTING. FOOD 

TRENDS OFTEN FIND A 
PERMANENT PLACE ON 

MENUS.
TRENDS ARE LIKE MERRY-GO-ROUNDS.
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LONG TERM 

GROWTH
REPLICABLE TASTE MEMORY
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kuyUKdJccgM


De-mystifying food trends

▪ Who-
▪ consumers…operators…athletes…vacationers…business travelers…families….expert 

chefs….novice chefs

▪ What-
▪ experience…memories…satisfying…entertaining…beneficial…local…story

▪ When-
▪ Timely…meal time…late….early…

▪ Where-
▪ Here…..where you are

▪ Why
▪ People need to eat, but food is much more than sustenance…. This might be the best question to 

answer
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Skillets Carb fest

Smoothie 

bowls/overnight 

oats

Ethnic/regional



▪Ethnic inspired

▪Regional …. Cracker barrel 

▪ Identity

▪Memorable

▪Relatable
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▪ Breakfast skillets are a great way to combine 
variety of flavors, textures and aromas. 

▪ Skillets are versatile and can be made to meet 
any of the fad type diets. 

▪ Easy to produce and usually can be one dish 
meals.

▪ Presentation incorporates all of the senses 
including hearing.
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▪ These offerings appeal to 
consumers looking for healthier 
and lighter options.

▪ Uncooked oats offer higher ratios 
fiber and resistant starch

▪ Refreshing alternative to very 
common breakfast offerings

▪ Easy to store and prepare
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▪ ¼ cup rolled oats

▪ ½ cup coconut milk

▪ ¼ cup frozen mango

▪ 1 tbs honey

▪ ¼ cup fresh berries

▪ 1 tbs shredded coconut

▪ Sprinkle of chia seeds
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▪American favorite

▪Comfort food

▪Nostalgia

▪Indulgent

▪Endless possibilities
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▪ Do you!

▪ Take great ideas and make them 
personal

▪ Don’t spend too much time trying 
to keep up with fads…use them 
for a quick ride…an LTO

▪ Understand what makes trends a 
steady bet…

▪ Write your story…answer the 
who, what, when, where and WHY.

▪ Create memories for long term 
investors in you.
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Thank you for learning with us! Please complete your evaluation and hand it to the room host before 

leaving the room!
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